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UK Zombie Film Needs YOU!
Cockneys Vs Zombies, a horror
comedy movie written by
James Moran who wrote S
everance, and episodes of
Torchwood, Doctor Who,
Primeval series, Crusoe, Spooks,
Code 9 and directed by
Matthias Hoene, starts shooting
in London very soon, and
several scenes are going to
require zombie ex tras - a lot of
them. A hell of a lot. And that's
where you come in.
Any time I mention the movie
to people, the first question
they ask is "can I be a zombie??"
Well, yes! The more the merrier,
to successfully create a proper,
full-on, shambling zombie outbreak.
Here are the details, from the
fantastic extras casting coordinators The Lynch Mob:
People in the UK are being
given the chance to play ex tras in the new film Cockneys vs Zombies which will be shot at various locations
around the city of London during March and April.
We're looking for men and women - preferably those
over 18 - to become involved in the film as ex tras. We
need an eclectic bunch of people of all shapes, sizes,
races, and ages, to represent modern day Britain.

or even shorts and t-shirts. For
some there will be a chance of
doing a couple of days but most
will be needed for just one or
two days.
Have you ever wanted to know
what it’s like being on a film set,
to eat with the cast and crew
and be part of the action as the
drama unfolds?
Well now's your chance.
Although there will be no payment, those volunteering as ex tras will be fed and watered
while on set.
If you are interested, email us a
recent photograph (doesn't have
to be professional, anything
recent that shows you clearly is
fine) with your name, age and
contact details (address and
phone number) and send it to
cvz@thelynchmobagency.co.uk we'll get back to you and fill you in on everything else
you need to know.
So there you go. If you like the sound of that, then fire
up your electric co mputer machine, and email them.

Find some more FAQS about this film head to:
www.terror4fun.com/zombie_appear_in_films.html

We need people that are happy wearing suits, or jeans,

Dead Rising 2: Played by Zombies...
www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSMCauG8lZ

If you want more news at it happens
then please check out and join the
group: Terror4fun: UK Zombie Events

www.tapeitordie.com
Dead Rising 2
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White Flag
of the Dead
Zombie Survival Series
By Joseph Talluto

White Flag of the Dead: Book 1
Surrender of the Living.
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Up and coming
Zombie events
Just email us at ed@terror4fun.com and let us
know all about your zo mbie events.
We will make sure they appear in front of
more than 10,000 people in every issue...
March 14th, 2011 - Night of the Living Dead Screening
in Newcastles Tyneside Cinema.
http://www.tynesidecinema.co.uk/whatson/films/view/night-of-the-living-dead
April 2nd, 2011 - LARP Fair, Norwich. Inc. Terror4fun
stand, so come along and meet us…
www.facebook.com/event.php?eid=134286
April 24th, 2011 - Leeds Zombie Film Festival.
www.leedszombiefilmfestival.co m

Millions died when the Enillo Virus
swept the earth. Millions more were
lost when the victims of the plague
refused to stay dead, instead rising to
sla y and feed on those left alive.
For survivors like John Talon and his
son Jake, they are faced with a choice:
Do they submit to the dead, raising
the white flag of surrender?
Or do they find the will to fight, to try
& hang on to their humanity?
Surrender of the Living is the first high
octane instalment in the White Flag of
the Dead series.

April 30th, 2011 - Zombie Picnic in Hyde Park.
www.facebook.com/#!/event.php?eid=167504
May 30th, 2011 - Zombie Undead on DVD.
www.zombieundead.co m
June 4th, 2011 - London Zombiewalk. Hyde Park.
www.facebook.com/event.php?eid=134286976637055
July 16th, 2011 - Camp Zombie, Blackpool
http://www.campzo mbie.co.uk/
August 12th to 14th, 2011 - Zombiefest 2011
www.terror4fun.com
November, 2011 - Day of the Undead
www.terror4fun.com

www.severedpress.com

Do you Love Zombies?
Buy the t-shirt and tell the world……!
http: //www.terror4fun.com/zombie_ tshirts.html
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The Zombie Times, March 2011
Hey there Zombie Fans,
Welcome once again to the latest issue of our e-zine… The Zombie Times… There will be
more issues of the Zombie Times coming along, there was slight delay in this one due to
another offspring of Zombie Ed & Sam appearing on the scene… But at just 1 day old
young sophie had taken in the sights of Romeros first and best ‘Night of the living dead
and at ten weeks she is already looking forward to biting people at this
years zombie fest...
Enter the competitions, tell your friends about us and spread the
word… Zombies are alive and kicking…
See you soon, 11,000 subscribers can’t be wrong…

Keep on rotting in the Free World,
Zombie Ed and the Terror4
Terror 4fun Team
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HEADLINES
Zombie Events for 2010 and Severeds latest book
Editors letter from Zombie Ed and Contents
New s & Events - NERDOH and Terror4funs Events
New s & Events - Zombie Online Game, Zombie Toon & Zomb ie Undead
New s & Events - NEW FILMS — Re-Kill and The Dead
New s & Events - Death Tool the Movie needs you PLUS Sinister Tunes
New s & Events - Zombies from Glasgow and Blackpool
New s & Events - Look Forw ard to ‘No Tomorrow ’ and Leeds Zombie Festival
New s & Events - Harolds getting Stiff along w ith Lana the Goth
New s & Events - ‘How to Survive’ in LA and Terror4fun travel to Norw ich...
Releases - Strange Zombies along w ith an illustrated guide
Releases - A pair of Zombie Books… Breathers and Trapped
Releases - 3rd part of the Pride & Prejudice Zombie series and Married w ith Zombies
Releases - Zombies in New York and Grey Dogs from Severed
Releases - Night of the Living Dead the Ultimate Book & Zombie Tow n on DVD
Releases - March and Aprils Zombie Films from the Horror Channe l
Releases - Zombie Cupcake Books, tw o of them in one issue
MAKE UP -Artist Feature and Directory
CAPCOM and Competitions

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:

http://intheeventofazombieattack.com
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Win a
Nerdoh
‘Eat Flesh’
Tee.
Simply
enter the
comp on
the back of
this issue.

Terror4fun and zombiefest 2011
2011 looks like it will be
the beginning of a new
era in the Terror4fun
household… Not only
has Sophie joined us but
we have a new big section on the website…

built, so if you fancy heading on down and seeing if
you would survive the zombie apocalypse AND you
are up for a weekend of Zombie based mayhem then
why not come down to Zombiefest… This year its
August 12th to the 14th.
More details are at:
www.terror4fun.com/zombie_fest11_pre.html

THE BOOK REVIEWS
SECTION
Check this out and you
will find a pile of book
reviews sponsored by
the ever ace Severed
Press. A recent call out
for book reviewers paid
out and we currently
have about 6 people
reading and reviewing
stuff for us…
www.terror4fun.com/zombie_book_reviews.html
ZOMBIEFEST 2011
The forms are ready to grab from the website and the
plot, props and costumes are in the process of being

Zombie Killing action, Wild We st Style from Zombie fe st
2010. Once again e ve rybody die d, no-one survive d.
Pe rhaps if folks spent le ss time killing e ach othe r and
more time killing the undead, things would ende d we ll.

www.tapeitordie.com
Dead Rising 2
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www.zombiepandemic.com
and accept quests
from survivors left
in the city including
search and rescue,
scavenge and misBrow ser based MMORPG
sions where you
Zombie Pandemic is a browser based survival horror
have to fight back
game which is free to play. You are a survivor in a
the zombie hordes.
quarantined city crawling with zombies. Will you make
Zombie Pandemic
it to the safezones or establish your own safehouse? Will
is developed by
you venture out trying to make it on your own or start
Copenhagen based
a clan and co-op other players to secure territory?
Pix el Pandemic
Scavenge the empty city for left behind resources,
and launches after
make the right tactical decisions in combat where skill,
more than 2 years
range, weapon type and the attributes of your oppoof open and closed
nent all affect the outcome of battle. Trade loot and
beta.
build your own arsenal of survival gear and weapons

Zombie TOon

Zombie Undead

Newcastle of the living Dead

at Worlds Largest
Fantasy Film Festival!

The Tyneside cinema in New castle is putting on a
special screening of "Night of the Living Dead" as
part of Newcastle ScienceFest 2011.
Follow ing the film is a short lecture by the Zombie Institute of Theoretical Studies, and you can
get a certificate in Zombie Studies!
Some members of Newcastle Zombie Walk are
getting together for an impromptu craw l to the
cinema and are trying to encourage as many
people as possible to come dressed to impress as
the undead.
Venue: Tyneside Cinema, New castle upon Tyne
Date: Monday 14 March 2011
Time: 8.30pm

Further details about the screening:
http://www.tynesidecinema.co.uk/whatson/films/view/night-of-the-living-dead

The Leicester made Zombie flick was been selected for
screening on the opening night of Fantasporto on 25th
February and Hive Films are being flown out to introduce the movie. The festival is described in "Variety"
magazine as the best the fantasy film festival and is
widely covered in the international media. Rhys Davies, the Director of Zombie Undead said:
“Competition is fierce this year, so to be selected is
fantastic. But to get a 9pm slot on the opening night
is a real honour.”
2011 marks the 31st FANTASPORTO festival. Previous
years have seen films by directors such as the Coen
brothers, David Cronenberg and Quentin Tarantino.
The festival averages 110,000 visitors a year and is
widely covered in the international media.
The festival has a reputation for screening major releases from Hollywood studios as well as independent
movies. “That made it a perfect festival for us to enter,” said Rhys. “They don’t only choose movies with
budgets up in the hundreds of millions. They choose
what they like. And in this case, they liked what was
produced in Leicester.”

www.zombieundead.com
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Distributing the dead
Global Cinema Distribution & Starz Anchor Bay
have acquired North
American & UK theatrical
rights to the Ford Brother's
“THE DEAD” distributing
throughout cinemas beginning with the US theatrical release summer of
2011.
Anchor Bay Starz UK
Managing Director Rod
Smith who snapped up all
UK rights and will be releasing the film in cinemas
in England followed by

ted to celluloid lo cations, THE DEAD is unlike anything
horror audiences have ever ex perienced.
Centred around the journey of an American mercenary, the sole survivor of a plane crash, who has to run
the gauntlet across the terrains of Africa, battling
against the living dead. Along his journey he finds an
ally in a local military man who is desperately searching for his son amongst the chaos. They must band together to make their way through this brand new horrific world of the dead. The film stars Rob Freeman
(“Saving Private Ryan”), and African up and coming
star Prince David Osei, making his US Theatrical debut.

The making of THE DEAD turned out to be an incredible journey on its own. As producer/director Howard J.
DVD by Halloween 2011.
Ford revealed:
All other rights for North America have been pur“We encountered real death on a daily basis and were
chased by Anchor Bay Starz, who will release the film
also held up at gun point several times, encountered
on DVD later in the year.
real cannibals, arrested, endured dysentery and the
Shot on locations across Burkina Faso and Ghana, West lead actor Rob Freeman very nearly died after conAfrica on 35mm including many never before commit- tracting Malaria in the middle of filming...”

COMING SOON... RE-KILL
We are the Endangered Species
Directed by Val Milev...
It’s been 5 years since the outbreak that wiped out 85% of the world’s
population, but the war between Re-Animates (Re-Ans) and Humans
wages on. Most of the major cities are still uninhabitable. Within the few
surviving cities, the Re-Ans have been segregated into “zones” and are
policed by the R-Division of the QUASI S.W.A.T. Unit who hunt to re-kill the
Re-Ans in the hope of quelling a second outbreak.
“R-Division, Frontline” is America’s #1 TV show in this Post-Apocalyptic
world. Weekly, the show follows different R-Division units on the battlefield
as they work to keep Amer ica Safe and Re-An free. Jimmy, the videographer for the Outbreak Network, thought this week’s episode would be
like every other. He was wrong. Through the lens of his eyes and camera, we
see raw, revealed and uncut, that which could be mankind’s last day.

http://www.afterdarkoriginals.com/movie/re-kill/

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
11,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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You are needed for a death toll
scheduled film shoots for a chance to take part!
This is a 0 budget movie with serious intent… to show a
good movie can be made for little money! Help spread
the word of Death Toll and help it to get the recognition it needs!
The story focuses on an outbreak that has occurred and

My name is Oliver Hollingdale (Director) and my team
are creating a zombie movie called 'Death Toll'.
If you live from the stretch of Brighton – Arundel or
relatively close, then Zombies are needed!
We need people who are serious as well as enthusiastic
and up for getting messy so keep up to date with
has transformed the country into blood thirsty zombies.
A group of survivors now band together to escape from
the country and take refuge across the English Channel
hoping the virus hasn't yet reached European shores.
Sunnymeade Films hopes to bring a well established
zombie film that will ex cite the fans of the bloody undead despite the limitation of budget.

Website - http://www.sunnymeadefilms.kk5.org/
Trailer link - www.vimeo.com/directoroli/deathtoll

Zombie tunes x 3
Aaron Stoquert has just released an EP entitled "Run
For Your Life" songs about zombies and the feelings
they might have. The songs are written from the perspective of the undead.
http://aaronstoquert.bandcamp.co m/
There will be an LP in the coming months (9-10 songs),
most of the songs from the E.P. will be re-recorded (the
E.P. was done in my apartment with 1 microphone) an
featured on the album along with brand new songs. As
always the focal point for the music will be the emotions of Zombies and the world around them (including
those still very much alive).

Twenty plus years ago the Jet Black Berries were on
The Return of the Living Dead soundtrack....out of the
crypt now... and now they are back and they have not
forgotten where they came from…
http://www.youtube.com/wat ch?v=I73l5E1BdII
For more on the band check out:
http://www.myspace.co m/jetblackberries
Devilish Presley, musicians with a darkside have a
new video on Youtube - Follow the link to see "The
Beast Must Die" here:
http://www.youtube.com/wat ch?v=N9M7pjDJk0E
…or for more Presley www.devilishpresley.com

www.tapeitordie.com
Dead Rising 2
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Camp Zombie is coming to Blackpool!
Opens at 10am on Saturday 16th July (8am onwards if
you are camping) and carries on until the (un)dead of
night, approx 2am. Camp overnight, have a sing song,
get some sleep and go home refreshed, yet hungover,
on Sunday.
Location: Cropper Road, just off the M55 as you enter
Blackpool - dead easy to find!
In purchasing a ticket for Camp Zombie 2011 you will
be entitled to camp overnight for FREE!
Should you wis h to come down on Friday evening
there will be an additional charge of £5.00 per person

when you arrive. After 6PM only please, and please do
let us know in advance. Saturday camp site set up
from 8am. Cooking okay on portable bbq's, no open
fires are permitted.
And there's toilets and catering facilit ies...mmmm Brain
Burgers both meaty goodness and veggie!
Undead Indie Market featuring stalls selling scifi/horror/music memorabilia, gothic/punk/hipster/ethnic
clothing & jewellery, and crafted clothing and homewares, local artists, vintage/retro collectables & fashion,
tattoois t & body piercing. Open 11am until 8pm.

http://www.campzombie.co.uk/

Help ma boab……... it’s zombies!!
Undead master George Romero brought the dead
back to life in Pittsburgh in the classic horror movie
‘Night of the Living Dead’… now SGM Publishing are
bringing the living dead to Scotland's heartland…

‘a gory tongue in cheek mix
of Trainspotting and Zombie Flesh Eaters!’
SGM Publishing is a new
small press company
formed by Alan Simpson,
webmaster and senior editor of the long running horror movie review website
www.sex goremutants.co.uk
‘Living Dead: Glasgow’ has
been an unrealised dream
of Alan’s since the early
1980’s when (after seeing
George Romero’s film ‘Day
of the Dead’ at the old ABC
cinema in Sauchiehall
Street, Glasgow) he swaggered along the eerily desolate streets of Glasgow’s city
centre as the sun came up
one Sunday morning thinking that Glasgow would
indeed be the perfect location for a zombie movie.

Sadly, Alan also realised that no one would bank roll a
zombie movie set in Glasgow but all these years later
he decided that if he couldn’t get ‘Living Dead: Glasgow’ the movie made he could at least get it out there
as a comic book magazine!
Also included in this debut edition is a brand new ‘Bad Dog’
zombie strip by the very talented Gary Northfield.
Finally, we have a chronological overview of the modern
‘Zombie Movie Classics’; covering everything from ‘Night of
the Living Dead’ to ‘Shaun of
the Dead’ – a cracking article
which should be please both
old school horror fans and
those new to the genre (with
film synopsis and uncut availability on DVD!)
‘Living Dead: Glasgow’ is
available for retail consumers
direct from
www.sex goremutants.co.uk at
£2.50 (plus postage). Sample
pages and direct ordering details can be found at http://
www.sex goremutants.co.uk/
ldgv.html

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
10,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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"In a zombie infested world, a loner seeks
refuge in the wilderness, but is forced to
beco me a savior to a group of survivors."
NO TOMORROW is the story of a man
(the TRAVELER) who loses his family in
the early days of a global outbreak. Several months later that man has become
a battle hardened warrior surviving on
his own in a world overrun by the undead. Set in the Midwest,
the film focuses on this man's struggle as he journeys to safer
lands and rediscovers his humanity along the way.
NO TOMORROW the film is produced by POWER FORWARD
FILMS in cooperation with p3mediaworks.
The film is written and directed by Frank T. Ziede.

http://www.notomorrowthemovie.com/

LEEDS ZOMBIE FILM FESTIVAL
THE FOURTH LEEDS ZOMBIE FILM FESTIVAL
SUNDAY APRIL 24TH AT COTTAGE ROAD CINEMA, HEADINGLEY, 12 noon til midnight
TICKET HOTLINE: 0113 275 1606

Leeds Zombie Film Festival at the Cottage Road
Cinema, Headingley on April 24th. It’s all in aid of
charity, namely WSPA (World Society for the Protection of Animals ) and w ill be a great night out (but
not for the whole family.)
Emmerdale’s Dominic Brunt and Mark Charnock
Dominic and Mark w ill give a short intro to each film
(Paddy and Marlon) are Zombie obsessives. In fact and explain why it was chosen. The movies w ill be
much of their spare time is spent mulling over the
both old and new, giving fans of zombie culture a
conundrum of surviving a zombie holocaust.
chance to see classics from the past on the big screen
for the first time and some more recent contributions
You may find this sad and nerdy, but you won’t be to the genre that may have passed many fans by.
quite so smug as you see them looking down on you It’s going to be BLOODY great. (See what we did
from their secure penthouse apartment far above
there?) Come along for noon and leave at midnight,
the zombie-ridden city w ith glasses of w ine in one
tw itchy and paranoid, as you wonder what creahand and a big bit of cake in the other, watching
tures may be lurking in the dark.
your limbs being devoured by the undead hordes.
And then wonder why you didn’t see the apocalypse
No, mate. You won’t mock them then! You w ill envy coming like Dom and Mark did.
their forward thinking as a zombie vicar runs off
Envy them their w is dom. See you there, zombie lovw ith your lower intestine!
ers. (Not literally zombie lovers - that w ould be disSorry. Began to rant a bit there. Anyway, in their
gusting.)
fanboy w isdom they are putting together the third
www.leedszombiefilmfestival.com

Three Men... One Mission... Need Help with HORROR ???
http://www.darkwatersentertainment.com/
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UPCOMING UK ZOMBIE FILM
GOES STRAIGHT FOR THE HEART
Frisson Film is finalising postproduction on its unique comedy/horror feature film Harold’s Going
Stiff, the second feature from UK filmmaker Keith Wright (Take me to Your
Leader, 2008)
Set in Yorkshire, England, Harold’s Going Stiff tells the tale of Harold Gimble,
a pensioner who is slowly becoming
zombiefied fro m a male only condition
called Onset Rigors Disease (ORD). He
is assigned a young nurse, Penny, to
ease his stiffness and they quickly become good friends.
But as their relationship blossoms Harold takes a turn
for the worse and soon they are on the run from a
group of bloodthirsty vigilantes.
Writer/director Keith Wright believes he has created an
original take on the Zombie genre. He ex plains, “Most
zombie films are about the battle, which is obviously
good fun and we’ve got some of that too, but I was als o
interested to ex plore the story from a more human istic
point of view. Our film is centred around Harold, a
character who is slowly becoming zombiefied and we
see how that affects his relationship with his close friend
Penny. Disease is a horrifying threat, but it can also be
the source of great strength and determination in people, and that's something that lies at the heart of Harold's Going Stiff”.
Although the film was scripted, Keith wanted to allow

room for improvisation on set. "I love
improvisation, for me it keeps the shoot
ex citing, unpredictable and fresh, and
it's where a lot of the films humour
comes from. You’ve no idea what might
come out of a characters mouth and it
adds another layer of realism that I
could never have scripted" Keith says.
"Harold’s Going Stiff" was shot in just six
days. This incredible achievement was
due to a number of factors. Producer
Richard Guy ex plains, “We were the first
UK film to shoot entirely hand-held on the increasingly
popular Canon 7D Digital SLR, a camera small and
compact enough to allow for very fast shooting, in fact
for some scenes we didn't even stop the camera between set-ups, that’s how fast we were shooting”.
Production was streamlined even further by hiring a
large Edwardian house, which not only served as production base and living quarters for the main cast and
crew, but also provided several key locations for the
film, an approach not dissimilar to how Hammer used
to operate.

"Harold's Going Stiff"
is due for completion early 2011 and you can w atch
the award w inning tw o-minute promo at
www.stiffmovie.com

Check out lana the goth
Jimmi Johnson has a 12 minute zombie film that was
made last year and is looking at getting it into film festivals if possible. If you're interested in seeing the trailer
then its up for viewing here:
http://www.bezerx .com/lana_festival_trailers.html the
film is called "Lana the Goth" and if you like the trailer
and want to see more give Jimmi a shout. Now, mak-

ing the film was a labour of love for Jimmi and he is
pretty sure that it caused him to go prematurely bald
so it would be nice to have people see it, love it and
feedback to him about it, so get in touch with him, especially if you can get in front of more horror fans...
Contact Jimmi on thejimmyli@yahoo.com

www.tapeitordie.com
Dead Rising 2
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How To Survive A Zombie Apocalypse in Hollywood
The team behind the award winning, sell out, cult, comedy seminar
‘How To Survive A Zombie Apo calypse’ are about to take their undead ex pertise across the ocean to
LA, where they’ve been invited to
perform for a ten day run at The
Theatre Asylum as part of their
Hollywood Fringe programme.
This fantastic news is just another
success in the long line of achievements that this unex pected hit has garnered in the last
three years. Including two consecutive sell out years at
the Edinburgh Festival Fringe, The Best Comedy Show
Award at the Buxton Fringe, A best selling tie-in book
(Dr Dale’s Zombie Dictionary), a top 20 podcast series ,
an iPhone app and appearances on RTE’s ‘The Panel’
and at the premier UK Sci-Fi Convention ‘The SFX
Weekender’ where they performed to an audience of
over 800 people.

Twitter. It just goes to show that when sci-fi and horror
geeks put their mind to it we can achieve anything!’
So what’s nex t for the show after they’ve conquered
LA? Well, it looks like things won’t be slowing down for
the School of Survival, as later in the year, in August, they’ll be premiering the brand new, third and
final instalment of the show ‘How To Survive A Zombie
Apocalypse : A New Hope’ back at the Edinburgh
Fringe before going back on a third UK national tour
and who knows what 2012 will bring? After all – that’s
when the world is supposed to end – and who knows –
it might be because of a zombie apocalypse – and then
they’re services will really be needed!

www.howtosurviveazombieapocalypse.co.uk

‘It’s just fantastic news and we’re all very ex cited’ says
Ben Muir who plays the zombology guru Dr Dale and
wrote ‘The Zombie Dictionary, ‘When we put the
piece together and performed it for the first time we
knew that we had a good show but we never dreamed
that the response would be this great – and it’s even
more satisfying when you think that we’ve achieved
this success off our own back without the help of any
promoters or agents or PR companies. It’s just purely
been the hard work of the cast and the support from
the great audiences we have, most of whom we still
keep in touch with through our sites on Facebook and

Meet Terror4fun in norwich
Saturday, April 2 · 11:00am - 4:00pm
The Waterfront, Norwich.
139-141 King Street, Norwich, NR1 1QH
An indoor LARP market during the day, featuring
some of your favourite traders, event organisers and
other attractions. Reduced entry rate at the club on
Saturday night (over 18's only) for a 'dress like a pirate'
club ex perience, it's Rock, Indie and Metal night.

Day time entry £2, Concessions £1, free entry if you're in
costume! Night time Club entry £2.50 with wris tband.
Confirmed traders so far; Having a Larp, The Wandering Soldier, Lyons Leather, Battle Ready, Warriors
Wardrobe, The Cutting Edge, Drunken Monk and Pagan Angel. Confirmed LARP promoters; Profound Decisions, Heroes and Dragons, Terror4Fun, The Realms
LARP. Free prize draw on entry, prizes including free
event tickets and more.

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:

http://intheeventofazombieattack.com
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Strange Zombies, Part 13
I loved these pics, as it is the story of a couple of girls going to a Canadian Zombiew alk, Kels and
Fido, but my favourite bits about this is the zombiefied feet… Now that’s detail for you...

Zombies…
an illustrated history of the undead
This book has been written by
Jovanka Vuckovic, who was editor
of the most ex cellent Rue Morgue
Magazine and is a highly respected
member of the international horror
community. This book is well worth
checking out…
The zombie phenomenon is unique
in Western popular culture. From
its origins in the voodoo beliefs of Haiti, it has become a
key ingredient in todays cinema, popular literature
and comics. With one simple premise that the dead rise
again, to feast on the living and turn them into zombies the undead have inspired a huge variety of artists
to ex plore ideas of survival, morality, fear, humour and
horror. ZOMBIES! is the first book to take a wide look
at the whole phenomenon, from low budget cult movies to long-running comics and best-selling humour
novels. With stunning imagery, and an authoritative
and entertaining tex t from one of the worlds most distinguished ex perts on the genre, plus a foreword by
master of horror George A. Romero, this tome will appall and delight the reader in equal measure.

http://www.amazon.co.uk/ZOMBIES-IllustratedHistory-Jovanka-Vuckovic/dp/1907579109

Competition Time
To win a copy of this Book then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
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Breathers. A Zombies Lament
cent suicide with a taste for the formaldehyde in cosmetic products, and Jerry, a twenty-one-year-old car
crash victim with an ex posed brain and a penchant for
Renaissance pornography.
To win a copy of this BOOK then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
When the group meets a rogue zombie who teaches
them the joys of human flesh, things start to get messy,
Meet Andy Warner, a recently and Andy embarks on a journey of self-discovery that
deceased everyman and newly will take him fro m his casket, to the SPCA, to a mediadriven class-action lawsuit on behalf of the rights of
minted zombie.
Resented by his parents, aban- zombies everywhere.
doned by his friends, and reviled by a society that no longer S. G. Browne, the author of Breathers, graduated from
the University of the Pacific in Stockton, CA, and
considers him human, Andy is
having a bit of trouble adjust- worked for several years in Hollywood. He currently
lives in San Francisco.
ing to his new ex istence.
But all that changes when he
Visit his website at www.sgbrowne.com
goes to an Undead Anonymous
meeting and finds kindred souls
in Rita, an impossibly sexy re-

Competition Time

ALLISON HEWITT IS TRAPPED
Competition Time
To win a copy of this BOOK then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

worse - fellow humans competing for survival.
Madeleine Roux works in a college bookstore in Beloit,
Wisconsin. ALLISON HEWITT IS TRAPPED is her first
novel.

Allison Hewitt is trapped.
In the storeroom of Brookes & Peabodys. In a world
swarming with the Undead, the Doomed, the Infected.
Locked away with an oddball collection of colleagues
and under siege, Allison takes advantage of a surviving
internet connection and blogs.
She writes, as the food runs out and panic sets in, as relationships develop and friends die, and as zombies
claw at the door, all in the hope of connecting with
other survivors out there. But as she reads the replies to
her posts, Allison begins to comprehend the horrifying
scale of the damage.
And when no one comes to the group's rescue, they are
forced to leave the safety of their room and risk a journey across the city; streets that crawl with zombies, and

www.eatmybrains.com
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Dreadfully Ever After
The thrilling finale to Regency England’s
blood-drenched, undead, Zombie invasion!

proper course of action is to behead her husband (and
then burn his corpse, to be on the safe side). But rumours of a miracle cure reach her ears, and she realizes
that in London there may be one last chance to save
Following on from Dawn of the Dreadfuls and the now
her one true love.
legendary Pride, Prejudice and Zombies comes this...
A fitting finale to the trilogy that pioneered the mashup genre!
Our story opens four years
after the terrifying events
More about the author:
of Pride and Prejudice and
Steve Hockensmith is an award-winning novelist, reZombies. Our hero and
porter and short-story writer who’s fiction regularly apheroine, Elizabeth and
pears in Ellery Queen Mystery Magazine and Alfred
Fitzwilliam Darcey, spend
Hitchcock Mystery Magazine. His novels include Holmes
their days defending Mryon The Range, On The Wrong Track, The Black Dove,
ton from the scourge of
The Crack in The Lens.
unmentionables infesting
the fair land, whilst the
To be published on April 1st, 2011, by Quirk Books...
ever-meddling Mrs Bennet
is most anx ious for them to
settle down – and produce
an heir. But all changes for
the worst when Fitzwilliam
is nipped by a dreadful in
To win a copy of this book then check out the comp
battle! Elizabeth is dison the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
traught, knowing the

Competition Time

Married with Zombies
By Jesse Peterson.
Meet Sarah and David. Sarah and David are like any other couple. They met,
they fell in love, but now they'r e on the verge of divorce. On a routine trip to
the marriage counsellor, they notice a few odd things -- the lack of cars on the
road, the missing security guard, and the fact that their counsellor, Dr Kelly, is
ripping out her previous client's throat. Meet the zombies. Now Sarah and
David are fighting for survival in the middle of the zombie apocalypse. But just
because there are zombies, it doesn't mean your other problems go away. And
if the zombies don't eat their brains, they might just kill each other.

Competition Time
To win a copy of the book then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
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ZOMBIES IN NEW YORK AND OTHER BLOODY JOTTINGS
Something is sapping the
energy of the usually robust dancers of the
Moulin Rouge …
Zombies roam the streets
of New York City …
Clowns die in mysteriously
humorous ways …
Jack the Rippers crimes
are investigated by a
vampire …
Welco me to the horrific
and poetic world of Sam
Stone, where Angels are
stalking the undead and
a vampire beco mes obsessed with a centuries-old werewolf. Terror and lust go
hand in hand in the disturbing world of the Toymaker,
and the haunting Siren's call draws the hapless further
into a waking nightmare.
Thirteen stories of horror and passion, and six mytho-

logical and erotic poems from the pen of the new
Queen of Vampire fiction.
Chick-slash has never been so entertaining...
‘Sam Stone without doubt is a mistress of the grisly and
the glutinous. She is one of the few horror writers who
makes you feel when you have finished her stories that
you need to wash your hands. Twice. I believe that we
can look forward to seeing Sam Stone develop into a
major influence in the realm of blood and shadows and
things that wake you up, wide-eyed, in the middle of
the night.’
Graham Masterton

www.telos.co.uk
Competition Time
To win a copy of this BOOK then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

Grey Dogs:... Zombie Survival
are susceptible, and the viral infection is a death sentence. One hundred percent communicable. One hundred percent untreatable. It's making people insane,
By Ian DG Sandusky
turning them feral. Zombies. No end is in sight, and
Carey Cardinal has run out of options.
Zombies. What a way to wake up with a hangover.
ONE SHOT AT SEEING SUNRISE
Seeking to illuminate the human amongst the horror,
Past lives, shadowed his tories and long-kept secrets will
veteran zombiph ile Ian DG Sandusky creates a stunning emerge, making the twisted road ahead ever more difview of the psyche, as seen through the lens of Carey
ficult to navigate as Carey will discover a foe far more
Cardinal. When it all falls down, the ordinary must learn dangerous than the shattered grey dogs - himself.
to be ex traordinary, lest he suffer the fate of the populace - infection.
WHEN GOD TURNS HIS BACK ON THE EARTH
Fires blaze out of control. Looters are run through with
speeding lead. Children scream as their flesh is torn by
broken teeth. Firearms insistently dis charge in the night
air. Over it all, the moans of the infected crowd out any
pause for silence.
THE EPIDEMIC SHOWS NO MERCY
Men. Wo men. Fathers. Daughters. Wives. Brothers. All

www.severedpress.com
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Night of the Living Dead
Behind the Scenes of the Most Terrifying Horror Movie
Ever Made by Joe Kane

non, earned hundreds of millions of dollars worldwide
and spawned an entire zombie industry. Yet a quirk of
copyright law meant the filmmakers never saw a dime.
‘Night of the Living Dead may be the most important Now, for the first time, Joe Kane presents the story of
the ultimate zombie movie’s creation and five-decade
horror flick of the last fifty years’ Stephen King
Based on original interviews with the original cast and legacy, one that, via countless remakes, sequels, knockcrew, including George A. Romero, writer John A. Russo offs, tributes and spoofs, will haunt cinemagoers for as
and actors Judith O’Dea (Barbara) and Kyra Schon
long as the celluloid undead walk the earth.
(the zombie child) and it also includes John A. Russo’s
original screenplay.
Joe Kane, The Phantom of the Movies, edited the semiFeatures interviews with directors Peter Jackson (Dead nal ’70s tabloid The Monster Times, publishes his own
Alive) and Danny Boyle (28 Days Later) on their own magazine, The Phantom of the Movies’ VideoScope
contributions to the zombie genre
and hosts www.videoscopemag.co m. He is also the auGeorge A. Romero’s Night of the Living Dead, filmed at thor of The Phantom’s Ultimate Video Guide and The
nights and weekends on a shoe-string budget of just
Phantom of the Movies’ VideoScope: The Ultimate
$114,000, was the original indie hit. With its graphic,
Guide to the Latest, Greatest and Weirdest Genre Vidtaboo-busting scenes of the living dead feasting on hu- eos .
man flesh – including a six -year-old zombie child
chowing down on her daddy’s severed arm – it broke
all the rules, stunning unsuspecting audiences into horrified silen ce.
Despite visual effects which substituted chocolate syrup
To win a copy of this Book then check out the comp
for blood, roast ham for flesh and relied on entrails
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
from a butcher’s shop owned by one of the cast, the
movie kick-started the midnight gore-fest phenome-

Competition Time

Zombie Town released on DVD
Local mechanic Jake LaFond's easy life is suddenly dis rupted when mysterious
parasites transform the law-abiding cit izens of his quaint hometown into hoards
of cannibalistic Zombies.
Isolated from the outside world by an accident on the only road out of town,
Jake turns to ex -girlfriend Alex for help.
Together they try to solve the mystery behind this rapidly spreading infection. As
the town grows deadlier by the moment, Jake's gun-toting rival, Randy, becomes
the third person in this trio of unlikely heroes and the battle is on.
Between blood hungry grandmothers and lethal domestic pets, Jake, Alex and
Randy must fight to make it through the night but can they survive?
Damon LeMay directs this horror film in which a mechanic reluctantly becomes a
hero when the small town in which he lives becomes overrun with zombies.

www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B0042QWXX0
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Zombie Movies on Horror Channel
March / April 2011
(Sky 319, 320 Virgin 149 and Freesat 138)
The nights are getting lighter but the Horror Channel is
getting darker as it prepares to entertain and terrify
you with a legion of movies that will have you sleeping
with the light on! Here’s some choice cuts …

ZOMBIE FILMS IN MARCH
If you like your zombie movies to be a bit different to
the norm then stay up and tune in at 01:00 on the 17th
for Dead Heat. This bizarre buddy-cop movie with a
horror twist concerns a crime lord who rais es the dead
and sends them on an indestructible crime spree. Luckily for us Detectives Mortis and Bigelow are determined
to kill the bad guys, again. Then keep awake for this is
followed at 02:50 for the eco-themed gut-mun cher
Mutants.
Another zombie movie with a twist is showing late on
the 29 th . In Zombie Dearest a doting husband Gus
goes to any lengths to please his wife, even as far as
digging up a corpse to do his bidding! Original, funny
and gory this is one movie that will have you laughing
aloud one minute then shaking in fear the nex t. Don't
miss it at 02:55.

ZOMBIE FILMS IN APRIL

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

We dare you to take a walk on the dark side of town
on Sunday 10 th at 22:55 as we witness a Zombie Virus
On Mulberry Street. In Jim Mickle’s contemporary
shocker six tenants of a tumbledown tenement are
faced with surviving a dis eased pack of rats, whose bite
is turning their human victims into blood-thirsty mutants.
Way out west terror on the 14 th as Desperate Housewives hunk James Denton stars in Undead Or Alive.
The movie concerns a military deserter and a cowboy
who rob a corrupt sheriff, but they don't bank on an
Apache curse unleashing a very hungry zombie hoard.
The stagecoach will be ready at 21:00.
Stay up on the 15th as Horror presents Lucio Fulci’s City
Of The Living Dead at 00:50. Also known as Gates of
Hell, and said to form part of an unofficial trilogy that
also contains The Beyond and House by the Cemetery,
this bloody shocker was Fulci’s nex t film after making
the groundbreaking Zombie Flesh Eaters. A priest's suicide opens the gates of Hell, paving the way for the
dead to rise and slaughter the living. Graphic and
shocking, this was made when Fulci was at the height
of his powers and was delivering the most interesting
horror around.
At the same time on the 18th you can’t afford to miss
the outrageous smack-down shock-fest Zombie King.
With a zombie plague raging, a band of spandex -clad
masked wrestlers band together to pummel the undead hordes and defeat the evil Zombie King. Outrageous, fun and truly original this is the perfect Friday
night movie.
Then again, another late night for you on the 24 th at
that time we have Plaguers. An alien contagion is released aboard a spaceship transforming its victims into
demonic flesh-eaters. The crew must either destroy the
infected or join them! Intelligent, horrific and highly entertaining this is cracking horror entertainment.

Fancy a late night on the Wednesday the 6 th , for at
00:55 we present the cult classic The Evil Dead. It
spawned a cult hero in star Bruce Campbell and mix es
wry humour with the gore and scares creating a unique
celebration of the horror genre. Five friends staying in a
remote cabin unwittingly unleash a deadly evil. Bloody,
brutal and huge fun this gets better after each viewing.
The outstanding Brit-flick Colin walks onto Horror on As with all TV channels the dates and times are subject
the 7th at 21:00. Colin is a zombie and wanders the
to alteration so please go to www.horrorchannel.co.uk
streets of suburbia taking in the sights (gore) and
for any last minute changes.
sounds (screams) of a cadaverous apocalypse. Shot on
Also join us on Facebook:
a less than shoe-string budget, Colin is an outstanding
http://www.facebook.com/horrorchannel
entry into the zombie genre. A stunning piece of Brit...and Tw itter:
horror this is not to be missed.
http://tw itter.com/horror_channel
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Zombie cupcakes
Like Buses, the Zombie Cupcakes Craze has started and will test your unhere are two of the main contenders for champion.
dead knowledge,
making this the
The cupcake craze shows no signs of dying, as the inva- book that will raise
sion of cupcake bars spreads across the planet and
the spirits at even
Martha Stewart releases her own addition to the many the most lifeless of
cupcake books being devoured by eager chefs. But if
gatherings.
there’s one thing that sticks in the throat, it s that all
Zilly Rosen trained
those cupcakes are so damn cutesy...
as an artist before
Zombie Cupcakes serves up an overdue backlash.
taking up a career
Cooked up in the darkest of graveyards, it presents a
as a gourmet baker
ghoulish army of delicious creations that appear any- and cake decorathing but sugar-coated. Recipes range from Zombie
tor.
Flesh to Zombie Brain, from Gravestones to Night of
She lives in Buffalo,
the Living Cupcake.
New York, where
All the cooking and icing techniques are included, and she runs her own
every recipe features step-by-step instructions for the
business producing
baking and icing, alongside devilish illustrations and
bespoke cakes for
photography. As a finishing touch, zombie quiz panels any celebration.

A Zombie ate my cupcakes
This book features killer cupcakes that taste
bloody good!

making cakes that look weird, ugly and even grotesque - but that taste divine!
There are amazing materials for making edible sculptures and hundreds of things you can do with natural
After being banished for so long to the land of the
pretty and identi- ingredients.
cal, the domestic Give guests a shock with revoltingly realistic Marzipan
Beetles, or add a crunch to your desserts with Morbid
and the twee,
cupcakes are bit- Meringue Bones, dipped in raspberry blood sauce.
Try out a black cherry Dracula's Bite red velvet cuping back. Here,
Lily Vanilli shows cake with cream cheese, eat your way through heavhow you can take enly Fallen Angel Cakes or go for indulgent and truly
inspiration from dark chocolate Devil's Delight Cupcakes.
If Ozzy Osbourne made cupcakes rather than bats
anywhere - inheads then these are the ones he'd want to eat.
sects, roadkill,
zombies - and
Lily Vanilli, aka Lily Jones, is a baker & cake derecreate it in
signer. Her cakes are made by hand in her ow n
cake, but always
with a delicious
kitchen in east London, and are available online
result. This book is
at: www.lilyvanilli.com
an introduction to
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Zombie Make Up Artists Directory
Need Zombies, then get in touch with these folks and tell
them to get their ‘Zombie On’ they make Undead to Order.
Name: Katrina Demeanour
Based: London, Surrey, South-East, UK
Short Films: Plenty incl. Hospital Resurrection, House
Party of the Dead V, High Heels From Hell (various
shorts), Ultra-Vix ens, Zombie Z
Zombies: WZD London, Zombiecon, Fright Fest 2009
Contact Via: totenengel@zombify.me
Website: www.zombify.me
Name: Paul Ewen
Based: London and all around the UK
Feature Films: Vampires of Bloody Island, The Hollow
and Horrorshow
Short Films: Many including Dead End and Houseparty
of the Dead V
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Frightfest 2007, Frightfest
2009, Day of the Undead
Contact Via: zomboid2007-shuffle@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.flickr.co m/photos/hoof666

When Darkness Descended the
Gore and Entrails began to fly,
I could not tell which were
mine and which she had made.

Name: Gavin Pate aka Gav’n Gore
Based: Leicestershire, The Midlands, UK
Feature Films: Senior Make Up Artist & FX Creator for
Zombie Undead, 2010
Short Films: ZU Trailer, 2008
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Day of the Undead 07-09,
Resident Evil Ex t.-Photoshoot, Frightfest 2007
Contact Via: cracrapain@yahoo.co.uk
Name: Steven Boyle
Based: Australia
Feature Films: Star Wars Ep II, Undead, King Kong,
Black Sheep and 30 Days of Night.
Short Films: Yes
Zombies: Yes
Contact Via: creaturesteveb@aol.com
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Zombie Website of the Year !

www.tapeitordie.com

This Issues Competitions !!!
To enter the competitions, send answers to the follow ing questions to ed@terror4fun.com as soon as
possible… (Closing dates may vary, check our website!)
Comp 1) W in a Nerdoh ‘Eat Flesh’ Tee. W hat film inspsired the Nerdoh Elite Hunting Tee?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘NERDOH’
Comp 2) W in a copy of ‘Living Dead Gla sgow.’ 'W hat does SGM (the Publishers of the magazine) stand for?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘SGM’
Comp 3) W in a copy of ‘Zombies: An Illustrated History’ 'W hich Horror Magazine was Jovanka Vuckovich the editor of?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZAIHOTU’
Comp 4) W in a copy of ‘Breathers—A Zombies Lament.’ 'In SG Brownes othe r book ‘Fated' what is Fabios Job?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘BREATHERS’
Comp 5) W in a copy of ‘A lison Hewitt is Trapped.’ 'W hat is written in blood on the cover of this book?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘TRAPPED’
Comp 6) W in a copy of ‘Dreadfully Ever After.’ ‘W ho features on the cover of Steves other book ‘Naughty? ’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘DREADFULLY’
Comp 7) W in a copy of ‘Married with Zombies.’ 'W hat is the brilliant tagline for this book?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘MARRIED W ITH…’
Comp 8) W in a copy of ‘Zombies in New York.’ ‘W hat creature features in Sam Stones trilogy of books?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘SAM STONE’
Comp 9) W in a copy of ‘Night of the Living Dead’ 'W hat is the name of Barbaras brother in Night of the Living Dead?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘NOTLD Bro’

PLEASE EMAIL US YOUR ANSWERS IN SEPERATE EMAILS. It helps us sort them out!!! CHEERS…

PLUS THERE’S More ONLINE Competitions: www.terror4fun.com/zombie_competitions
Terms and conditions and details of previous winners can be found on the Terror4fun website.

